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Defining the No-Duh

• Ideal response: 
– “Yeh, no duh! I get it already!”

• Goal of the no-duh deliverable:
– To get different people to talk about the same 

things in the same ways

• Ideal audience:
– Groups
– One-on-one
– Everybody else

Defining the No-Duh

• Things no-duh deliverables are good for:
±Building consensus
±Giving away ownership (to gain support)
±Rapid, iterative team solutions

No-Duh Examples

• No-duh by culture

It’s the economy, stupid.

No-Duh Examples
• No-duh by artistic excellence

If you've lived in the United States for even a little time, you know the meaning
of the shape and color of a stop sign so well, you don't even usually read the word
"stop."

In the presidential election of 1992, the Republican Party was trying to talk
about a wide variety of topics and their approaches to those topics. But this is
all that each member of Bill Clinton's campaign staff would talk about. If you
ever saw the documentary "The War Room," you've seen the little hand-written
note that political strategist James Carville tacked to the campaign bulletin
board. The result of Carville's no-duh document was a huge win for
Clinton against Bush One. 

In his book "Understanding Comics," Scott McCloud needed just a couple of
cartoon panels to make a pretty complex concept seem like a no-duh. Here
he's talking about how the more abstract a figure becomes the more universal
it becomes.
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I've been on a triangle kick for about a year now. It seems like I can't get through
a meeting without scrawling one somewhere to help pull the team through some
difficult point. Three simple lines are a really effective way to create group
No-Duhs. 
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No-Duh Examples

• No-duh by assimilation
– First, washingtonpost.com started to use the “S” 

word.
– Strategy meant different things to different 

members of the team:
• “Strategy is what we need to solve our problems!”
• “Strategy is a careful plan for reaching an end.”
• “Strategy is nice, but we really don’t have the time.”
• “Strategy is the word I hear right before somebody 

wastes an hour of my life by talking about total crap 
when I could be doing real work.”

No-Duh Examples

· No-duh by assimilation
± At the same time, the senior staff started to 

circulate stuff they came up with at off-sites:
· ªCreate a life-changing forum that empowers individuals 

and builds communities.º
· ªOutperform financial goals.º
· ªBuild products that support business objectives.º
· ªGrow audience.º
· ªDeepen relationship with users.º
· ªGrow client base.º
· ªMake the site more valuable to clients.º

No-Duh Examples

· No-duh by assimilation
± Then I came along with a company-wide project:

· Align business and user goals
· Improve the user experience
· Evolve ancient navigational solutions
· Change the culture of the company (from newspaper to 

user-centric

± It made everybody’s head hurt.

Sometimes, no-duhs are used to corral overlapping concepts within a company.
When I was the Director of Site Development at washingtonpost.com, my main job
was to design and manage a huge effort we called the Relaunch Project. I had no
official staff and no official standing, but I had to introduce a whole bunch of
concepts and thoughts. At the same time, other stuff was already bouncing around
in people's heads. I really didn't have the option of a fascist alignment of concepts;
rather I needed to assimilate the various ideas into one kind of thing.

First, I swiped the senior team's big picture and made it the umbrella for everything
else. Then I took the senior team's stated goals for the site and nestled them
underneath their UBER statement.

Then I started to introduce the stuff from the Relaunch Project. 

Finally, I added the concentric circles closest to what users could actually see. 
So I took all the high level stuff that was bouncing around the company and used
the Relaunch Project strategies to relate it all to the work the staff did and stuff the
user saw. Most importantly, all of this was expressed from a single perspective. 
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At the same time all that's going on, he's also describing a spectrum from tactical
to strategic elements.

And he described the bridge between the strategic and the tactical.

No-Duh Examples

· Complex no-duh
±The end result of the no-duh approach isn’t 

always at-a-glance documents.
· Jesse James Garrett’s ªat-a-stareº

Nine P illars of
Successful Web Teams

Indirect relationships

Spectrum

Bridge

Garrett's diagram looks pretty simple, but he really packed this thing; there's a lot
going on.

He used some geometry to send the unconscious (and actually untrue) message
that it's a simple diagram.

He's used this honeycomb for a pretty sophisticated description of direct and
indirect relationships.
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Types of work

Continuum

No-Duh Examples

• No-duh by culture
• No-duh by exclusion
• No-duh by artistic excellence
• No-duh by facilitation
• No-duh by assimilation
• Complex no-duh

No-Duh Examples

A lot of information can be contained
within a single element.

No-Duh Examples

Being comprehensive and being effective
don’t necessarily belong together.

“I t ’s the economy, stupid.”

No-Duh Examples

Creating no-duh documents doesn’t require you to 
be an artist, but man do visuals work.

Meanwhile, he showed us that there are three kinds of work defined in
his nine pillars.

And for anybody familiar with Garrett's five planes of the user experience, he
sneaks in a confirmation that yes, the nine pillars are directly related to the five
planes. Of course, he might have done this because he's a sly marketer, but in
any case, it's skillfully done. 

By analyzing different kinds of no-duhs from different fields, we can steal a lot
of good techniques.
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No-Duh Examples

A simple key can unlock and channel
complex thought.

No-Duh Examples

Diverse elements can work together as long as you 
figure out a way to show them from

a single perspective.

No-Duh Examples

No-duh doesn’t mean lightweight.

A No-Duh Case Study

• Task force needed to start 
troubleshooting/redesign effort with a 
common understanding of:
– How customer data moves through the company
– How a lead becomes an enrolled student
– How the company collects customer data
– How customers supply data
– How customer data informs product fulfillment
– How each of these things related to every other 

thing

A No-Duh Case Study

• Data
± 10 pages of flowcharts
± 11-page detailed report
± Various e-mails; notes from interviews
± And this …

I got this when one of the guys on the team pulled me aside and said "Look, it's
pretty simple stuff, really …" and then proceeded to draw this out on his desk.
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A No-Duh Case Study

• Flowcharts, blueprints, content inventories, 
detailed reports, task analyses, and other 
tools are essential for building solutions …

BUT
• Flowcharts, blueprints, content inventories, 

detailed reports, task analyses, and other 
tools may not be the right tools to present
solutions.

A No-Duh Case Study

Distilling the student data no-duh 
1. A central organizing principle

· How customer data moves through the company
· How a lead becomes an enrolled student
· How the company collects customer data
· How customers supply data
· How customer data informs product fulfillment
· How each of these things related to every other thing

A No-Duh Case Study

· How data moves through the 
company

INPUT

How a lead becomes an 
enrolled student

How company collects data

How customers supply data

OUTPUT

How customer data informs 
product fulfillment

A No-Duh Case Study

Distilling the student data no-duh
1. A central organizing principle
2. Transformation of sales lead to enrolled student

• Need to make progress to critical data mass visual

A No-Duh Case Study

Transformation of sales lead to enrolled student

A No-Duh Case Study

Distilling the student data no-duh
1. The central organizing principle
2. Transformation of sales lead to enrolled student
3. How data gets into and out of the company

So when I tried to distill all of the information down, I started by looking for a
central organizing principle. I reviewed all of the things that the task force needed
to understand the same way.

There were a lot of choices for an organizing principle. I was thinking that if I
focused on how data moves through the company, then all of the other elements
were either input for that data or output from the data.

The next thing I did to distill the thing was to think about the change a lead goes
through as we get more data about them. The closer to being a customer they
became, the more we know about them.

When they're just a lead, we can barely see them. It's like they're way off in the
distance. As we they come closer to becoming a customer, the more details we can
make out. And finally, we can see all of their details when they enroll. I was thinking
that I could make the progression of data more visceral. The more visceral a
concept becomes the more of a no-duh it becomes.

I felt like I was getting somewhere, but I still needed to find a way to deal with
everything that wasn't dealt with in numbers one and two.
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Central organiz ing 
pr inciple:

Data moving through 
company

If everything else was either input or output relative to data moving through the
company, I figured I could organize the document this way.

So I've got the path a lead is taking to become an enrolled student and once
they're a customer, they enter the core data of the company.

Then we can bring in the simplified description of that data core.

Here's the output from the data along the bottom. I made the output physically
outside of everything else to make the no-duh a bit more effective. When you can
align the visual with the concept, people tend to get the idea quicker.

Add some important data about how the input actually happens …

… And some basic labels and you've got it. 
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A No-Duh Case Study

Techniques used:
1. Data essential to construction, but non-essential 

to presentation was excluded
2. Organized around a single, unifying concept
3. Used visual metaphors to represent non-visual 

elements
4. Edited out all non-essential words

A No-Duh Case Study

Results of student data no-duh:
• The guy who drew the notebook paper diagram: 

“Yes, of course, that’s exactly how I drew it ---
you just made it look pretty.” (This is success in 
disguise.)

• In meetings, team members all started at the 
same level of understanding.

• By discussing revisions together, team took 
ownership of the data.

• Data stayed intact as it moved outside of team.

No-Duh Guidelines

· Spelling counts.
· Not all deliverables should be delivered. 
· The no-duh is always decisive, but …
· You should always be willing to tear up a 

no-duh for something better.
· Know your audience. (One size no-duh 

doesn’t fit all.)
· Almost always, visual no-duhs work better.
· The key to no-duh communication isn’t in 

the pen, but in the brain. 


